
4240 – Equilibrium, Welfare and Information 

Final Exam with solutions. Spring term 2019.  

Problem 1 [20%] Multiple choice questions (correct answer in bold) 

Problem 1  

Each correct sub-question gives 2%.  All correct questions gives 20%.   

1. Suppose you are covered under health insurance and you are insured against all or most of 
the costs of visits to the doctor. As a result you are likely to make greater use of medical 
services of all kinds. This tendency of people with insurance to change their behavior in a way 
that leads to more claims against the insurance company is called 

Select one alternative 

o moral hazard  
o signaling  
o screening  
o adverse selection  

 

2. The fact that big banks are considered “To Big to Fail,” 

Select one alternative: 

o creates a problem of moral hazard. Banks take hidden actions that 
determine the riskiness of their loan portfolios. Because of the free 
insurance the big banks get, the big banks will select loan portfolios that 
are excessively risky.  

o creates a problem of adverse selection. Bank regulators solve this problem by 
signaling their hidden information.  

o creates a problem of adverse selection. Bank regulators solve this problem by 
screening the banks to separate healthy banks from unhealthy banks.  

o creates a lemons problem. In the long run equilibrium, only the “lemon” banks 
will survive.  

 

3. The limited liability constraint: 

Select one alternative 

o makes it difficult to induce high effort  
o helps the talented individuals to obtain a larger payoff  
o induces sellers to offer better-quality products  



o ensures the agents will want to accept the contract  

 

4. The shutdown contract: 

Select one alternative 

o emerges in adverse selection when it is optimal to offer a contract that 
only the "good" type will accept  

o emerges in adverse selection when it is optimal to offer a contract that only the 
"bad" type will accept  

o emerges in moral hazard when the principal decides the agent should not exert 
high effort  

o none of the others  

 

5. In moral hazard: 

Select one alternative 

o A negative transfer for low outcome is optimal with a risk-neutral agent  
o The only way to incentivize high effort is to punish low outcome with a 

negative transfer  
o A negative transfer for low outcome is optimal with a risk-averse agent  
o none of the others  

 

6. In a Walrasian equilibrium, 

Select one alternative 

o firms use market power to increase their profits.  
o Walras law states that the allocation is Pareto efficient.  
o Walras law states the any Pareto efficient allocation can be decentralized.  
o consumers are price takers.  

 

7. Strategic actions of firms 

Select one alternative 

o can increase their profits if there is limited competition.  
o increases their profits under Bertrand competition.  
o always increases their profits under Cournot competition.  
o always increases their profits.  

 



8. Compare the impact on the supplier and the consumer when imposig a small tax in partial 
equilibrium: 

Select one alternative 

o the actor with the less elastic response takes the higher price change.  
o The relative price response of producer over consumer price is determined by 

the ratio of the income over the profits.  
o the actor with the more elastic response takes the higher price change.  
o The relative price response of producer over consumer price is determined by 

the ratio of the long-run equilibrium response to the short-run equilibrium 
response.  

 

9. In general equilibrium 

 

Select one alternative 

o the value of excess demand must sum to zero.  
o the Walrasian equilibrium is always unique.  
o the First Theorem of Welfare Economics implies full competition.  
o a tax will always improve the welfare.  

 

10. The Samuelson Rule states that optimal allocation of a public good requires that 

Select one alternative 

o the sum of the marginal willingness to pay across agents has to equal the 
marginal production costs.  

o the marginal willingness to pay has to equal the sum of marginal production 
costs.  

o individuals are taxed proportionally to their income.  
o the subsidies for the public good are financed through the Grove mechanism.  

 

Problem 2 [40%] 

In Plutonia, each individual has an income of 10 plutons. The utility function is given by 

���� = � − 0.05�
, where � denotes consumption. Plutonians might get sick. When a 

Plutonian gets sick, s/he needs to visit a hospital. A hospital visit costs 8 plutons and cures the 



sickness completely. Plutonians differ in terms of genetic predisposition to getting sick. Type 

A and type B have a probability of illness of 20%. Type C has a probability of illness of 80%. 

There are 25% of Plutonians of type A, 25% of type B, and 50% of type C.  

1. In the absence of health insurance, find the expected utility of each type of Plutonian.  

Type A-B. EU� = �1 − 20%��10 − 0.05 ∗ 10
� + 20%�2 − 0.05 ∗ 2
� = 80% ∗ 5 +
20% ∗ 1.8 = 4.36 

Type C. EU� = �1 − 80%��10 − 0.05 ∗ 10
� + 80%�2 − 0.05 ∗ 2
� = 20% ∗ 5 + 80% ∗
1.8 = 2.44 

2. The government is planning to provide health insurance. Since everyone is risk averse, 

the (inexperienced) government assumes that everyone in Plutonia will buy insurance 

(even though subscription is not mandatory). Types are not observable. The 

government plans to break even: it charges a premium that exactly covers the expected 

medical costs of those getting sick. What is such a premium? 

Let N denote population. The cost of insurance is � = �20% ∗ �/4 + 20% ∗ �/4 + 80% ∗
�/2� ∗ 8 = 8 ∗ �/2. 

The sum of premia P expected to be payed is � ∗ �. Government breaks even when � = 4.  

3. Will every Plutonian buy insurance coverage? Show that this is not the case (i.e., the 

participation constraint of some type is violated). 

It is sufficient to look at type A. The utility of Type A with insurance is lower than without 

insurance. Type A with insurance at premium P gets utility ���� = �10 − 4 − 0.05 ∗
�10 − 4 
� = 6 − 1.8 = 4.2 < 4.36 = "��#. The participation constraint requires the 

opposite to hold. 



4. What is the premium ensuring zero profits to the government, when individuals 

optimally choose whether to buy insurance? Who will buy insurance? 

This is a lemons problem. The premium that ensures zero profits to the government is such 

that only individuals of type C pay and get insurance. The hospital costs are: �80% ∗ �/2� ∗
8 = 6.4 ∗ �/2. The premia for this group amount to  �/2 ∗ �. These are equal when is � =
6.4. 

The participation constraint of type C holds. Two possible proofs. By strict concavity, a 

consumption of 3.6 for sure is better than a consumption of 10 with probability 20% and a 

consumption of 2 with probability 80% (with expected consumption 3.6). Otherwise, compute 

the utilities for the PC: 

���� = �3.6 − 0.05 ∗ 3.6
� = 3.6 − 	0.648 ∼ 3 > 2.44	or	�)*	+,,-./01+20.3� 
���� > �3.6 − 0.05 ∗ 4
� = 3.6 − 	0.8 = 2.8 > 2.44 = "��# 

5. An economist advices the government to offer instead two insurance products. Full 

coverage (FCOV) covers completely the price of the hospital visit; the premium is 

given by the answer to 4. Partial coverage (PCOV) contributes to cover the medical 

expenses partially (the individual pays the rest) for a lower premium. How should the 

government design the PCOV insurance (making zero profits)? Does this strategy 

solve the asymmetric information problem? Briefly discuss. 

We already saw that type C agents are the only ones to buy insurance FCOV in point 4. So, 

type A-B would not want to buy the contract designed for C-types and their ICC is satisfied. 

Moreover, this insurance is a zero-profit scheme. 

The government needs to set the contribution to medical cost and premium for the PCOV. It 

does so by maximize the utility of A-B types subject to the following constraints:  

PC: A-B should be willing to buy this contract; 

ICC: C should not be willing to buy this contract rather than FCOV; 

Zero profits: (expected premia = expected contribution). 



The solution does not solve the asymmetric information problem and is inefficient. The 

necessity to satisfy ICC for type C induces the government to offer less than full coverage to 

type A-B. 

6. A health research institute has found a way to cure the predisposition of type C 

Plutonians to illness: the cure ensures that type C individuals will never become sick 

again. The cure costs 6.8 plutons. In the absence of health insurance, will an individual 

of type C buy the cure? What if the FCOV and PCOV insurances are available? How 

is this a moral hazard problem?  

Without health insurance, the type C agent gets utility: EU� = 2.44 (computed above). With 

the cure, they would get �4567 = �3.2 − 0.05 ∗ 3.2
� = 3.2 81 − 9.


:	; = 3.2 ∗ .84 = 2.68. So 

they would buy the cure. 

With full insurance, the type C agents get 3.6 consumption with certainty. So, they would not 

want to buy the cure for 6.8, as this would give a certain consumption of 3.2. 

This is a moral hazard problem as the government cannot observe the choice of individuals to 

take or not the cure. If the government wants to induce individuals to take the cure, it has a 

further incentive problem to take into account: the expected utility of FC should not exceed 

the utility of taking the cure. 
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Problem 3 [40%, each of i-iv 10%]
Two agents, denoted a and b, live in a 2-commodity exchange economy and have the following
utility functions:

U(xa, ya) =

(

αxa −
x2

a

2

)

+ ya

U(xb, yb, xa) =

(

(α + γxa)xb −
x2

b

2

)

+ yb

with α > 0 and γ ∈ IR. Initial endowments are wa = (x̄a, ȳa) and wb = (x̄b, ȳb). All agents
are price takers. Please normalize the price for good y to unity. You may assume an interior
solution.

i) Explain the difference between the first and the second welfare theorem of economics.
Which of them is more important for policy making? Explain why.
Given the situation above, please explain how one of the theorems applies.

Solution: Minimal answer: The first theorem of welfare economics states that a
Walrasian equilibrium is Pareto efficient, whereas the second states that a Pareto
efficient allocation can be decentralized as an equilibrium.

The most likely answer for the second part: The second theorem of welfare economics
is more relevant to policy making because it proclaims that a government can de-
centralize any desired Pareto efficient allocation as a market equilibrium (given the
means to redistribute and influence market prices). We also accept that the first
theorem is more important if it is well-reasoned.

The situation above implies an externality (for γ 6= 0). Thus, we cannot expect
the Walrasian equilibrium to deliver a Pareto efficient allocation. Yet, based on the
second theorem of welfare economics we understand that we will be able to influence
the market/prices so as to implement a Pareto efficient allocation.

ii) Derive the aggregate demand for good x. What is the equilibrium allocation of good x?
What are the equilibrium prices?

Solution:

Let mi = pxx̄i + ȳi denote the budget of person ∈ {a, b} (py = 1). Substituting the
budget constraint in to eliminate ya, individual a maximizes

U(xa, ya) =

(

αxa −
x2

a

2

)

+ma − pxxa
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w.r.t. xa and similarly individual b maximizes

U(xb, yb, xa) =

(

(α + γxa)xb −
x2

b

2

)

+mb − pxxb

w.r.t. xb. We find the demand functions

xa(px) = α− px and xb(px) = (α + γxa)− px

giving us the aggregate demand

x(px) = 2α + γxa(px)− 2px

= (2 + γ)(α− px),

where we replaced demand xa(px) in b’s demand function with actual demand from
agent a.

In equilibrium the demand for good xa has to equal its supply x̄ (endowment).
Therefore, the equilibrium price is

x̄ = (2 + γ)(α− px)

⇒ p∗x = α−
x̄

2 + γ
.

The equilibrium allocations of good x are accordingly

x∗

a = α− p∗x =
x̄

2 + γ

x∗

b = x̄∗ − x∗

a =
(1 + γ)x̄

2 + γ
.

By normalization the equilibrium price p∗y = 1.

iii) For which values of γ is the allocation Pareto efficient? How do you call the issue arising
for other values of γ (please consider both γ positive and negative). Derive the Pareto
efficient allocations for all values of γ.

Solution: The allocation is Pareto efficient for γ = 0. For γ < 0 there is market
failure because of a negative externality, for γ > 0 there is market failure because of
a positive externality.

To characterize the set of Pareto efficient allocations we solve

max
xa,xb

U(xa, ya) =

(

αxa −
x2

a

2

)

+ma − pxxa
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subject to

U(xb, yb, xa) =

(

(α + γxa)xb −
x2

b

2

)

+mb − pxxb = ūb

xa + xb = x̄

ya + yb = ȳ

Using the last two constraints to eliminate xb and yb and then solving b’s utility
constraint for ya delivers the equivalent optimization problem

max
xa

(

αxa −
x2

a

2

)

+

(

(α + γxa)(x̄− xa)−
(x̄− xa)

2

2

)

+ ȳ − ūb.

Solving the maximization over xa gives

α− xa − α + γx̄− 2γxa + (x̄− xa) = 0

⇒ (1 + γ)x̄ = 2(1 + γ)xa

⇒ xa =
x̄

2
;

which also implies xb =
x̄
2
. Any allocation satisfying xa = xb =

x̄
2
is Pareto efficient.

iv) Assume you can tax or subsidize agent a’s consumption of good xa. What level of the
tax or subsidy is required to reach Pareto efficiency? What is special here and does not
always hold in general equilibrium?

Solution: Agent a’s demand function changes to

xa(px) = α− px − t and xb(px) = (α + γxa)− px

remains agent b’s demand function. Aggregate demand is

x(px) = 2α + γxa(px)− 2px − t

= (2 + γ)(α− px)− (1 + γ)t,

where we replaced demand xa(px) in b’s demand function with actual demand from
agent a.

In equilibrium the demand for good xa has to equal its supply x̄ (endowment).
Therefore, the equilibrium price is

x̄ = (2 + γ)(α− px)− (1 + γ)t

⇒ px(t) = α−
x̄+ (1 + γ)t

2 + γ
.
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Individual a therefore consumes

xa(t) = α− px(t)− t =
x̄− t

2 + γ
.

Any Pareto efficient allocation requires x∗

a =
x̄
2
so

xa(t) = x∗

a ⇒
x̄− t

2 + γ
=

x̄

2
⇒ 2(x̄− t) = (2 + γ)x̄ ⇒ t∗ = −

γx̄

2
.

Thus, for a negative externality, we need a tax of size t∗ = −γx̄

2
> 0 and for a positive

externality a subsidy of size −t∗ = γx̄

2
> 0.

What is special here is that the Pigovian tax is independent of the equilibrium
allocation (or distribution).
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